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ABSTRACT
In this paper we give a characterization of dual Banach lattices. In fact, we prove that a Banach
function space E on a separable measure space which has the Fatou property is a dual Banach lattice
if and only if all positive operators from L 1(0,1) into E are abstract kernel operators, hence
extending the fact, proved by M. Talagrand, that separable Banach lattices with the Radon-
Nikodym property are dual Banach lattices.
I. INTRODUCTION
It is by now well-known that a separable Banach lattice with the Radon-
Nikodym property is a dual Banach lattice ([19]). Conversely, dual Banach
lattices without the Radon-Nikodym property cannot be separable ([19),
III.3.1). An example of these spaces is L 00(0,1). Although L 00(0,1) is not a
Radon-Nikodym space, all operators from L'(O, 1) into L 00(0,1) are abstract
kernel operators ([22], Thm. 98.2). In [6] we isolated this property and defined
the L-Radon-Nikodym property (abbreviated LRNP). We say that the Banach
lattice E has the LRNP if all positive operators from L'(O, 1) into E are
abstract kernel operators (see [22]. Ch. 13 for the definition of abstract kernel
operator). With this terminology, a Banach lattice E has the Radon-Nikodym
property if and only if (a) E is weakly sequentially complete and (b) E has the
LRNP ([6]. Thm. 3.1). L'(O.I) is the typical example of a Banach lattice satis-
fying (a) but not (b) and L 00(0.1) (= the dual of L '(0,1» is the typical example
of a Banach lattice satisfying (b) but not (a). This particular example leads us
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to ask the following questions: let E be a Banach lattice,
(Ql) Does E' satisfy (b) if and only if E satisfies (a)?
(Q2) Does the LRNP characterize the dual Banach lattices?
The first question (Ql) was answered in [6] (Thm. 4.3). Thus, our paper is
devoted to the discussion of (Q2). In fact, in section 2 below we give a positive
answer to it (Theorem 2) modulo some technical conditions.
2. A CHARACTERIZATION OF DUAL BANACH LATTICES
We begin with some notations and terminology. Given a Banach lattice E,
let E + be its positive cone. E' and Eoo will be the topological and order
continuous dual of E respectively. U(E) will denote the unit ball of E and
U(E)+ the positive part of U(E), i.e., U(E)+: = U(E)nE+. Furthermore
([0,1], B,A) will be the usual Lebesgue measure space on [0,1]. Let (Y, A, v) be
a complete measure space. By L0(Y, A, v) (or simply L 0) we denote the vector
space of all equivalence classes of measurable functions on (Y, A, v). It is also
well-known that L o(Y, A, v) is a Hausdorff topological vector space (not
locally convex, unless Y is a finite set) with respect to the topology of con-
vergence in measure (topology which can be given with a suitable metric). We
recall below the definitions of Banach function space, the Fatou property and
the LRNP. For the definitions of other standard concepts in the theory of
Banach lattices (ideal, band, positive operator, abstract kernel operator, etc.)
we refer the reader to [18] and [22]. Since the measure spaces we are going to
consider below are all a-finite, from now on we assume that all measure spaces
considered in this paper are a-finite. Thus, when writing "a measure space" we
mean "a complete and a-finite measure space".
DEFINITION 1. Let (Y, A, v) be a measure space. A (non-trivial) Banach
function space E on (Y, A, v) is a Banach space, ideal of L0(Y, A, v) (I.e., if
o~ Ifl ~ lsl. J, gEL°and gEE then fEE) such that E becomes a Banach lattice
when it is endowed with the usual order as a sublattice of L0(Y, A, v) and such
that given any A E A with v(A) < 00 there exists some fEE such that f· XA > 0
almost everywhere with respect to v (abbreviated v-a.e.) on A.
DEFINITION 2. Let (Y, A, v) be a measure space. Let E be a Banach function
space on (Y, A, v). We say that E has the Fatou property if the following
property holds:
(F) iffn(y)tj(y) v-a.e. and sup Ilfnll < 00
(i.e., if fn is a increasing sequence of functions of LO(Y, A, v) belonging to E
which is norm bounded in E and with a pointwise limit v-a.e. f E L0), then
fEE and IlfllE~lim inf IlfnllE'
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DEFINITION 3. We say that a Banach lattice E has the L-Radon-Nikodym
property (abbreviated LRNP) if all positive operators T: L 1(0,1)->E are
abstract kernel operators.
The last condition in definition 1 is only a matter of conventions. In fact, if
(Y, A, v) is a measure space and E is a Banach space, ideal of L o(Y. A, v), we
can construct a suitable measure space (Ylt AI' VI) such that E is a Banach
function space on (YI , A lt VI)' Notice also that our definition of the LRNP is
slightly different to the one given in [6] (DeL 3.1). Since the Banach lattices that
we consider below are Dedekind complete, this does not make any difference.
Finally, recall that if E has the Fatou property, then Eoo is a norming subspace
of E' such that (Eoo)oo==E (see [14], I.b.18). In particular, we can find a
strictly positive order continuous linear functionalfeEoo, i.e., a linear func-
tional on E given by a function f E L o(Y, A, v) which is strictly positive v-a.e ..
In what follows we need an interpretation of the Fatou property in topological
terms. The next lemma is well-known. Since its proof is simple, we include it
here for the sake of completeness.
LEMMA 1. Let E be a Banach function space on (Y, A, v). Then E has the
Fatou property if and only if U(E) is closed in L o(Y, A, v) with respect to the
topology of convergence in measure.
PROOF. Suppose that E has the Fatou property. Let {fn}:=1 in U(E) be such
that fn->feLo(Y, v) in measure. Let {fn)}:1 be a subsequence of {fn}:=1
converging to f pointwise v-a.e. If gk(Y): =inf·>k Ifn(y)I. then gke U(E) +J- }
and gkilfl. Since E has the Fatou property, If IeE and Ilfll -s lim inf Ilfnll:::; 1,
i.e., f e U(E). Conversely, suppose that U(E) is closed in measure. Let fn e E,
feLo(y, v), fnif v-a.e. and sup, Ilfnll < + 00. If gk(Y): =infn"'k !fn(Y)\' then
O:::;gkilfl v-a.e. Then feE and m: =suPn Ilgnll:::;\lfll. Since gnemU(E) and
U(E) is closed in measure, femU(E). Then U~ = limn Ilgnll -s lim Ilfnll·
The first question (Ql) was answered in [6], Thm. 4.3. For the sake of
completeness we include here a statement of this result.
THEOREM 1. Let E be a countably order complete Banach lattice. The
following assertions are equivalent:
(a) E has order continuous norm
(b) E' has the LRNP
The proof of theorem 1 is mainly based on Lotz-Rosenthal's theorem ([15],
Thm. 2). As we remarked in [6], it follows from a counterexample of M.
Talagrand ([20]) that we cannot drop our assumption that E is a countably
order complete Banach lattice. The rest of this paper is devoted to give a
positive answer to (Q2) under suitable technical conditions and to discuss some
of its consequences. From now on, we assume that (X, I, /1) is a a-finite
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complete measure space whose e-algebra I is separable (i.e., countably
generated modulo the null sets). In particular, this implies the separability of
L 1(X; I, J.J.). Thus, our main result is the following theorem:
THEOREM 2. Let E be a Banach function space on (X, I,J.J.) with the Fatou
property. Then, (i) E is a dual Banach lattice ifand only if (ii) E has the LRNP.
To prove that (ii)~(i) we need a series of lemmas that help us to construct
in a canonical way a Banach lattice associated to E and having the Radon-
Nikodym property. We use M. Talagrand's theorem ([19D to show that this
new Banach lattice is a dual Banach lattice. Then, we show that E is also a dual
Banach lattice. To apply this strategy, we recall some essential facts about the
so-called DFJP construction (lSD. Let W be a convex, symmetric, bounded
subset of a Banach space (B, 11·11). For each n = 1,2,3, ... the gauge functional
of the set u., =2nW+2- nU(B), II· lin is a norm on B equivalent to 11·11. For
xeB, define IIIxt1l2: = 1:;=1 ~xll~. Let B2: = {xeB: IIlxtll<oo}. Letj: B2~B be
the canonical injection. Then j has the following properties:
LEMMA 2.
(a) j(U(B2» is closed in B.
(b) j" : B!J.~B" is injective.
(c) If xe B!f. and j"(x) e B, then xe B2.
PROOF. (a) For all n, II· lin :B~R is continuous on the original norm of B.
Thus {xeB: 1::=1 Ilx~~~ I} is closed for any k, Therefore
00 k
j(U(B2» = n {xe B: 1: Ilxll~~ I}
k=1 n=1
is closed.
(b) j" is injective if and only if j'(B') is dense in B2. Let X; : = (B, II· lin),
and let In: B~X; be the natural isomorphism. Let
12(Xn): ={(xn):xneXnol(xn)H= 1: Ilxnll~<+oo}.
n=1
Note that B2 can be identified to D: = {(Xn)eI2(Xn),Xn=Xl for all n~l} by
y = (Id(Y), ... , Inj(y), ... ). Let y' e B2. Then y' is the restriction to B2 of some
element of 12(X~): =the 12-sum of X~, say (X;,X2,.",X~, ... ), x~eX~. We
claim that j'(1::=1 I~(x~»~y' in norm as k~oo. This claim shows that
y' ej'(B') and thus j" is injective. First we show that the partial sums form
a Cauchy sequence. Let y e B2, then y = (Id(Y), I2j(y), ... ). Now
m m m m
I 1: j'I~x~(y)1 =I 1: x~(lnj(y»1 ~ ( 1: Ilx~II\)t( 1: IIInj(y)II~)t




But as k-+(X), E:=k ~ x~~ ir~ -+ O . Thus j'(E~=l I~(x~» converges in norm and
co co
E j'I~x~(y) = E x~(Inj(y» =y'(y).
n=1 n=l
(c) Suppose xe Bi and rex) =y e B. Without loss of generality, ~ X ~ ::5 1.
Since U(B2) is weak ·-dense in U(Bi), there is a net (X.l) in U(B2) with x.l-+x
weak" in Bi. Thenj(x.l)->r(x) weak." in W . Thusj(x.l)-+y weakly in B. Since
(j(U(B2» is closed in B, y =j(x) for some x e U(B2) . Thus rex) =j(x) =rex).
Since l" is injective, x =X e B2•
An operator T: X -+ Y (X, Y Banach spaces) satisfying properties like (a) and
(b) in lemma 2 is called a Tauberian injection ([16]). A systematic study of them
was made in [16]. To avoid to send the reader to it we included a proof of
lemma 2 and we give a prove of some essential facts needed below. All of this
and more can be found in [16].
PROPOSITION 1.
(a) If B is weakly sequentially complete, then B2 is also weakly sequentially
complete.
(b) If B is separable, then B2 is also separable.
PROOF. (a) Let (Wj) be a weak Cauchy sequence in B2• Define G e Bi by
G(f)=limJ(w;) for allfeB2. Then w;-+G weak." andj(wj)-+r(G) weak ",
Thus (j(w;» is weak-Cauchy in B and therefore converges weakly to some
y e B. In B", j(Wj)-+Y weak ", So by uniqueness of limits reG) =y e B. Since j
satisfies (c) of lemma 2 above, GeB2 and w;-+G weakly in B2 • Thus B2 is
weakly sequentially complete .
(b) It is sufficient to show that U(B2 ) is separable. Let D be a countable
subset of U(B2) such that j(U(B2» r;;,j(D). Let A be the set of all rational
coefficient convex combinations of elements of D. Then A is a countable subset
of U(B2) . Let we U(B2) . Then there is a sequence (d;) in D such that j(dj)-+
->j(w) in norm, hence weakly. Let (d;) be a subnet of (d;) with d., weak."
} }
convergent to some GeBi . Thusj(dj)-+j"(G) weak'" in Bi- Thenj"(G)=j(w).
}
Sincej" is injective, G = w. Hence d;-+w weakly. Therefore, there is a sequence
(aj) in A such that aj-+w in norm. Thus U(B2) is separable.
This construction is used below when B is a separable AL-space L I( Y, A, v),
hence, weakly sequentially complete and W is the unit ball of a Banach function
space on (Y, A, v), ideal (not necessarily closed) of L I( y, A, v).
Let us suppose that E has the LRNP and prove that E is a dual Banach
lattice. Let rp e Eoo be a strictly positive linear functional on E. Let (E, rp) be the
canonical AL-space constructed with the help of rp and let i", : E-+(E, rp) be the
canonical lattice isomorphism into an ideal of (E,rp) ([18], IV.3 and IV.9.3) . In
this particular case, we can identify (E, rp) with L I(X, I, v) where dv =odu.
Hence, v is a finite measure on X with the same null sets as u, Let U: =
=U(L 1(0, 1).
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LEMMA 3. Let CI , C2 be solid, convex, bounded subsetsof L I(X, I, v), both
closed in measure in L °Cx, I, v). Let T: L 1(0,1)-+L I(V) be a linear operator
such that T(U) ~ C I + C2. Then there exists bounded linear operators
T), T2: LI(O, 1)-+L I(v) such that T= TI + T2, TI(U)~ C I and T2(U)~ C2.
The proof of lemma 3 is based in a sort of compactness argument for sets
which are closed in measure (see [4]) and was given in [7]. Let us recall it.
PROOF. Let Cj, C2 and Tbe as in the statement of lemma 3. For every n2=O,
let B; be the subalgebra of B generated by the n-dyadic partition of [0,1]:
7l:n : = {Ai', ... , A;n},
Let hZ: = 2n XAr' For every n 2=°and every j e {I, 2, ... ,2n } choose "f] e CI ,
ngJ e C2 such that
T(hJ) = nip +ngJ.
This enables us to define two linear operators Un' Vn from L I(Bn) into L I(V)
such that T= U;+ Vn on L I(Bn) and U; and Vn map U into CI and C2
respectively. Fix a free ultrafilter OU on IN. For every n 2=° and every
je{I, ... ,2 n} we can choose a(LI(v)",LI(v)')-limit points fT, gJ of the se-
quences {Uk(hJ) : ke. n} ~ CI , {Vk(hJ) : k e: n} ~ C2 respectively such that from
tUk(hf))+tUk(hf)-I)=Uk(hJ-I), 1:~;;j~2n-l, k e n
we obtain that
t f n+ I fn .n - I2) 2" 2) - I = J) .
Similarly
In+ln _n-I2"g2) 2"g2)-1 - g) .
Let P: L I(V)"-+ L I(V) be the canonical band projection from L I(V)" into L I(V).
Define TI(hJ): =PfP and T2(hJ): =PgJ. Let a-cl(C;): =a(LI(v)", LI(v)')-
- cI(C;) , i = 1,2. Since C; are closed in measure, then Pea - cI(C;)) = C;, i = 1,2
([4]). Therefore, T;(hJ)eC;, i= 1,2. Since U:=o s, generates B, TI and T2
extend to bounded linear operators from LI(O, 1) into LI(v). Since T(hJ)=
=PT(hJ)=P(fT+gJ)= TI(hJ) + T2(hJ) we have To=; TI + T2. On the other
hand
T;(U) c L 1_ cI(aco{ T;(hJ) : n 2= 0, 15;j~ 2n})
~ L 1_ cI(aco(C;)) = C; (i = 1,2)
where aco(C;) ={tf=1 a;x;:x;EC;. tf=1 la;I~I, pelN}. This finishes the
proof.
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LEMMA 4. Let E be a Banach function space on (X, l:, fJ) with the Fatou
property. Let ({J, v and L 1(X, 1:, v) be as above. Let (E, L I(V» be the Banach
function space obtained by the DFJP construction applied to W: = U(E) and
B: =L '(v), If E has the LRNP, then (E, L I(V» has the Radon-Nikodym
property.
PROOF. Since L I(v) is weakly sequentially complete, (E, L I(V» is a weakly
sequentially complete Banach lattice (Proposition 1 (a) above). Hence, it is
sufficient to prove that (E, L1(v» has the LRNP ([6], Thm. 3.1). Let
T : L 1(0, 1)-+(E, L 1(v» be a bounded linear operator with T(U) c U«E, L 1(v»).
Since U«E, L I(v») ~ 2nU(E) + 2 -nU(L I(V» for each n = 1,2, ... , using lemma 3
we find operators T1,n' T2,n: L 1(0, 1)-+L I(V) such that T1.n(U) ~ 2nU(E),
T2.n(U)~2-nU(Ll(v» and JT=T1. n+T2. n, where J:(E,L1(v»-+L1(v) is the
canonical injection. Since E has the LRNP, the operator R 1. n: L 1(0,1)-+E
given by R1.nf: = T1 .nf, feL1(0, 1) is an abstract kernel operator. Since
II T2,nll :5 2 -n, II T1,n - JTII :5 2 - noHence, JTis an abstract kernel operator ([18],
IV.1.5 and [22], Thm. 94.5). Now, it is easy to see that T is also an abstract
kernel operator (use, for instance, Buhvalov's criterium [22], Thm. 96.5).
To prove theorem 2, we need a lemma used also in [19].
LEMMA 5. Let E be a Banach lattice. Let F~ E' be a norming subspace ofE'
(not necessarily closed). If U(E)nE+ is a(E, Fi-compact, then P is iso-
metrically isomorphic to E.
PROOF. It is easy to check that (U(E), a(E, F» is compact since U(E)nE+ is
a(E, F)-compact by hypothesis. Let i : F-+E' be the canonical injection. Since
F is norming, i' I£: E-+F' is an isometry into P. Since i '(U(E"» = U(P) and
U(E) is a(E", £I)-dense in U(E") , it follows that i'(U(E» is a(F', F)-dense
in U(P) . But, as we remarked above, i'(U(E» is a(F', F)-compact. Thus
i'(U(E» = U(P). Then i 'lE : E-+P is the isometry whose existence was stated in
lemma 5.
PROOF OF THEOREM 2. (ii)-> (i). With the notation of lemma 4, (E, L I(V» is
a Banach lattice with the Radon-Nikodym property. Since L1(v) is separable,
(E, L1(v» is also separable (Proposition 1 (b) above). Using M. Talagrand's
result ([9]), there exists a Banach lattice F such that F' =(E, L I(V». We notice
that the Banach lattice F in the consftruction of M. Talagrand can be taken
norming for E. For that purpose, let us recall lemma 7.13.11 in [3] (or [19],
1ere etape) in our context :
LEMMA 6. Let C be a closed, bounded, convex, solid subset of (E, L I(V» -i- "
Then, there is a countable set D ~ (E, L I(V» ' such that every element of D
assumes only finitely many values and
C= {feL1(v): G(f):51 for each GeD}.
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Then,as in [3] ([19])we define a countable subalgebra A of I in the following
way:
For each ordinal number a and for each integer n~O define the set U(a,n)
by transfinite induction:
(a) U(O,O): == U(E, L '(v»+,
(b) For each a and each n,
U(a,n): ==co (~eu(a,o): IIfI\111(E,L1(v» :S; :}),
(c) For each a, U(a + 1,0): == nn U(a, n),
(d) If a is a limit ordinal, then U(a, 0) =np<a U(P,a).
Clearly, U(a, n) are closed, bounded, convex solid subsets of (E, L 'o». . It
is proved in [3], p. 439 ([19], [12]) that if U(a, 0)*{O} then U(a + 1,0) *U(a, 0).
Since (E, L '(v» is a separable Banach space, there is a countable ordinal ao
such that U(P,O)*{O} if p<ao and U(ao,O)={O}. According to lemma 6,
for each p:s;ao and each n~O, there is a countable set D(p,n) of (E,L'(v»+
consisting of functions which are I-measurable and each of which assumes
only finitely many values, such that U(P, n) == {je L '(v) : O(f):s; 1 for each
OeD(p,n)}.
Apply again lemma 6 to U(E) + which by lemma 1 above is closed in
(E, L '(v» to get a countable family D of functionals on E, D ~ L co(v) ~
~ (E, L '(v», such that each element of D takes finitely many values as a
function and such that
U(E) + == {feL'(v): O(f):s; 1 for each OeD}.
Moreover, a look at the proof of lemma 6 ([3], lemma 7.13.11) shows that D
can be described as D=D, UDz where D, ~LCO(v) + , D z~ - L ""(v) + and D, is
such that
U(E)+ ={feL'(v)+ : O(f):s; 1 for each OeD,}.
Now, similarly to [3], p. 439 (or [19]), let A be a countable subalgebra of I
which generates I such that O-'(@')eA whenever f!} is open in IR and OeDU
UU{D(p,n) :p:s;ao,n~O}.
The construction of Fis completed as in [3] or [19]. It has the following form.
If Z is the space of A -measurable real valued functions on X which assume only
finitely many values, there exists a sequence {Lln}:~' of pairwise disjoint sets
in .Esuch that v(U:= 1 LIn) == v(X) and if for each n, we let Z; = {OXAn: 0 e Z}
and we consider Z; as a not necessarily closed subspace of (E, L '(v»,, then
we can take F as the closure in (E, L '(v», of the vector space spanned by
U:=l Zn· Notice that F~Eoo. Now it is easy to check that F is norming for
E. Let feE+ with IlfIIE==1. One easily checks that sup {O(f):OeD}==
=sup {O(f): OeDd == 1. Therefore, given e>O, thfere exists OeD, such
that i Of dv =O(f)> 1- e. Since O(h):s; 1 for all he U(E) +, we have
110 IIE':S; 1. Now, take N sufficiently large such that r~=l JfO· XA t dv> I-e.
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Let H: = ~~=1 GX.1 k ' Then HeF, IIHIIE'=::; ~GIIE'=::; 1 and H(f}> I-e. There-
fore, Fis norming for E. Let i: E-+(E, LI(v)) be the canonical injection and let
i': FH-+E' be the adjoint map. By lemma 5, to prove that (i'(F), II'!E,}'=E it
is sufficient to prove that U(E}nE+ is a(E, F}-compact. Let {ij}jeJ be a net
of elements of U(E}. Since U(E} is a«E, L I(v}), F}-compact, we find a subnet
{fjJkeK of {fj}jeJ converging to feU«E,LI(v}}}+ in the a(E,F}-topology.
For an element ge(E, LI(v}}, define p(g}: = sup {lg(x}l: xeF, ~xIIE'=::; I}. It is
easy to check thatp(f}=::;1. Given n~I, let 0ne2nU(E}, bne2- nU(L I(v}} be
such that O=::;0n, bn=::;f and f=on+bn' Since O=::;p(on}=::;p(f}=::; 1, one U(E).
Since On -+fin L I(V} and U(E) is closed in L I(V), then f e U(E). By lemma 4,
(i'(F),II·IIE'}'=E.
(i)-+(ii) The proof of this implication is based on the proof of lemma III.
2.9 in [9] which proves that weakly compact operators are representable. For
that, we need some preliminary remarks. Let F be a Banach lattice such that
F' =E. Since Fr;, Eoo and F is a sublattice of Eoo , F can be realized as a Banach
space whose elements are measurable functions on (X, I, fJ.). Let ee F be such
that e(x)>°u-e.e. Let L: = (E,e) be the canonical AL-space constructed with
the help of eeEoo and such that we may (and do) identify E with an ideal (not
necessarily closed) of L through the canonical order continuous lattice iso-
morphism I:E-+L ([18], IV.3 and IV.9.3). In this case, we can even identify
L with LI(X,I,e·dfJ.). Remark that Fe: ={feF: Ifl=::;ne for some n~I} is
contained in the dual of L and the dual pairing L, L' is given by (J,g) =
= Ixf·g du, feL, g e L', First of all we prove that Fe is norming for L. Let
xeL be such that II x [z,= 1. Given e>O, let XI eE be such that ~x-xliIL<e.
Hence, Ix Ixde dfJ.>I-e. We can interpret this as (lxd,e)E',E> I-e. Using
the definition of modulus of a functional, we see that (lxII,e)E',E=
=sup {(XI,f)E',E :feE, IfI=::;e}. Therefore, there exists feE with IfI=::;e,
(xhf)E',E>I-e, i.e., feFer;,L', IlfiIL,=::;I and (X,f)L,L'>I-2e. The next
step is to notice that one can even find a countable set {fn}:= I r;, Fe which is
norming for L. Take [0,e]F: = {fe F :°=::;f=::; e}. Find a positive measure fJ.o
with the same null sets as u such that [0,elF r;, L I<JJ.O}' Take {hn}:= I r;, [0,elF
such that {h n} is LI(fJ.o)-dense in [O,I]F' Take {fn}:=I: = {khn: ke rN,
nerN}. If xeL+, ~x~L=I, let e>O and let geFe, IlgiIL,=::;I be such that
Ix xg du > 1- e. Then Igi =::; e. Let {Yn} be a subsequence of {fn} such that
jYnl =::;e and Yn-+g u-e.e .. Then IIYnllL'=::; 1 and I-e<Ix xg du = lim Ix XYn du.
Therefore, {fn}:=1 is norming for L. Now the proof goes like in [9],
lemma III.2.9. Let T: L 1(0,1)-+E be a bounded linear operator such that
T(U(L 1(0, I))) r;, U(E}. We prove that IT: L 1(0,1)-+L is representable and has
a representing function geL00([0,1], L). The proof follows step by step the
proof of [9], 111.2.9. For each partition n of [0,1] define
ITjxAI
g1C: = ~ -- XA (0/0=0).
Ae1l A.(A)
For each n, pick gne L 00(0,1) such that




JA h dAEn(h): = 1: lAo
Ae" A(A)
An easy computation shows that
J h<fmgn)dA = J En(h)· gndA = J hEn(gn)dA
[O,IJ [O,IJ [O,IJ
for all h eL 1(0,1) and all partitions n, Thus <fn,gn) = En(gn) for all partitions
n and all n. By [9], lemma 111.2.1,
lim II <fmgn) - gnlloo =lim II En(gn) - gnlloo =°for each n.
" "
It follows that there exists a sequence (nn) of partitions and a A-null set
Pr;. [0, 1] such that for each n
lim<fmgnJw» =gn(w)
m
uniformly in WE [0, 1] - P. Recall that gn(w) e U(E), for all WE [0,1]. Next,
for each we [0, 1] define g(w) to be an arbitrary a(E, F)-cluster point of the
sequence {gnJw):nelN}. Thus, one obtains a function g:[O,I]--'L with
separable range g(w) e U(E) a.e. and such that <fmg(· » : [0, 1]--.1R is measur-
able for all fn constructed above. The {In} here play the role of the {xn*} in
{9]. 111.2.9. Since {fn};=l is norming for L, one concludes that g: [0, l]--.L is
a strongly measurable function ([9], Cor. 11.1.4) and geL ""([0,1], L). Since IT
is a representable, IT is an abstract kernel operator. Since E is an ideal of L,
T is also an abstract kernel operator. Therefore, E has the LRNP.
REMARK. The arguments given above are not surprising since the argument
of [19] ([3]) uses the fact that the space they are considering is weakly sequen-
tially complete only at the very last step. Given E r;. L I(V) like above one could
construct the interpolation space B: = (E, L I(V» as above and repeat the
argument of [3] ([19]) for the sets U(E) + n U(a,n) (we follow the notation of
[3]). The whole argument works but as the very last step one has to use the fact
that B is weakly sequentially complete like in [3], pagfes 447-448. Reasons of
exposition made us choose our presentation which, on the other hand, illus-
trates the use of solidification methods. Finally, recall that the argument used
in (ii)--'(i) can be used to prove that separable dual Banach spaces have the
Radon-Nikodym property ([9], 111.3) and, therefore, the argument used here is
somewhat natural.
From theorem 2 follows immediately the following
COROLLARY 1. Let (X; I,Jl), (Y, A, v) be two separable complete a-finite
measure spaces. Let E(F) be a Banach function space on (X, I, Jl) (respectively
(Y, A, v» with the Fatou property. Let J: E--.F be an order continuous lattice
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isomorphism into an ideal (not necessarily closed) of F. If F is a dual Banach
lattice, then E is also a dual Banach lattice.
We include a second corollary to stress the connections of theorem 2 with
interpolation spaces. A standard reference for this topic is [2]. Some intro-
ductions to it in the context of Banach spaces will be found in [1] and [14] which
are well suited for our purpose here. Thus, let (A o, AI) be an interpolation
pair of Banach spaces, e.g., A o, Al are two Banach spaces contained in a
Hausdorff topological vector space. Given an interpolation pair (A o, A I) and
two numbers ee ]0, 1[ and p e [1, 00], the real interpolation space associated
with (A o, AI), eand p will be denoted by (A o, A1)/I,p' That (A o, AI)/I,p can be
described by a procedure very much similar to the DFJP construction can be
found in [1]. We use this construction in the special case that E and Fare
Banach function spaces on a separable complete a-finite measure space
(X, I, IJ), where both have the Fatou property. Since both E and F are ideals
of L o(X, I, /1), (E, F) can be considered as an interpolation pair of Banach
spaces. The space (E, F)/I,p can be described in the following way ([1]). Let
eo<O, el>O be such that eo(eo-el)=e and let a=exp (-eo), p=exp (-el)'
For each n e 7L, let Un: = anU(E) + pnU(F) and let II· lin be the gauge of Un'
Given feE+F, let
{
(LnEz Ilfllf)P-1 if 1~p~ 00,
IIlflll=
sUPnEZ Ilflln if p = 00.
The numbers III fill + and IIlflll_ are defined similarly by restricting n to n~ 0
and n < 0 respectively. The set {feE +F : IIlflll< oo} endowed with the norm
111·111 is a Banach space that can be identified with the Banach space (E, F)/I,p'
If we call (E,F)/I,p,+«E,F)/I,p,_) the Banach space {feE+F:lllflll+<oo}
(respectively, {feE+F: IIIflL <oo}), it is easy to see that the mappings
i ± : (E, F)/I,p-> (E, F)/I,p, ± given by i± (f) : =t, f e (E, F)/I,p' are order con-
tinuous lattice isomorphisms into an ideal of (E, F)/I,p, ±. Let us suppose that
E is a dual Banach lattice. Since U(E), U(F) satisfy our assumptions in lemma
3, using the same argument used in lemma 4, we prove that (E, F)/I,p, + is a
Banach lattice with the LRNP. By the properties of i + , (E, F)/I,p has also the
LRNP. A straightforward argument proves that (E, F)/I,p has the Fatou
property. Then, by theorem 2, (E, F)/I,p is a dual Banach lattice. Similarly, if
F is a dual Banach lattice, using this time (E, F)/I,p, _ and the mapping i_we
also obtain that (E, F)/I,p is a dual Banach lattice. Moreover, if 1-s p«: 00 and
E or F are separable, then (E, F)/I,p is a separable Banach lattice. Therefore,
(E, F)/I,p is a separable dual. Hence, it has the Radon-Nikodym property.
Adding all up, we obtain
COROLLARY 2. Let E and F be Banach function spaces on (X; I, IJ) with the
Fatou property. Assume that one of them is a dual Banach lattice. Then for all
ee ]0,1 [ and all p e [1, 00], the interpolation space (E, F)/I,p is a dual Banach
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lattice. Moreover, if one of the spaces E or F is assumed to be separable and
1zsp-cs», then (E, F)o,p is a separable dual. Hence, it has the Radon-Nikodym
property.
We finish this paper with a remark showing that (ii)~(i) in theorem 2 is not
true without the assumption that E has the Fatou property. Obviously, if E is
a dual Banach lattice, then E has the Fatou property. Let
0: == {feLo([O, IJ, B,A): there exists some geL 2(0, 1)+ and some
heL 1(0, 1)+ monotone increasing such that Iflsg+h}
be endowed with the natural norm, f e G,
Ilf~G: =inf {llgh 2 + IlhiILI: g and h are like in the definition of O}.
Repeating the argument of M. Talagrand in [21J (see also [lOJ, Prop. 4), we
see that 0 is a weakly sequentially complete Banach lattice. Moreover, notice
that, for te[O,I[, Ot:={feO:fXIO,tl==f} is isomorphic to L 2[0,tJ as a
Banach lattice. Hence, if T: L1(0, 1)~O is a bounded linear operator, then
T==suPosI<1 PtTwhere Pt: O~Ot is the band projection given by Pr!=XIO,tlf,
f e G, SinceP, T is an abstract kernel operator, T is an abstract kernel operator
([22J, Thm. 94.5). Hence, 0 has the LRNP and we conclude that 0 has the
Radon-Nikodym property ([6J, Thm. 3.1). In this case it is easy to identify a
predual of G. In fact, its dual 0' coincides with the space
{feL2(0,1): I Iflg du-es» for all geL1(0, 1)+
[0,1)
monotone increasing}
and the Banach lattice E: == UOSI< 1L 2(0, t) (where the bar denotes its closure
in 0') endowed with the norm and order inherited as a sublattice of 0' can be
identified with a predual of 0 (see also [20)). It is clear that E is a countably
order complete Banach lattice. Moreover, since E' == 0 is a separable dual, E
cannot contain a copy of 1(7;>. Hence, E has order continuous norm. On the
other hand, since the canonical inclusion from E into L 2(0, 1) is an order con-
tinuous lattice isomorphism into an ideal of L 2(0,1), all positive operators
from L1(0, 1) into E are abstract kernel operators, i.e., E has the LRNP.
Notice that the function u(x): = 1 u-e:«, on [0, IJ is in 0' but not in E (other-
wise, 1 == Ilu - xlo,t]IIE~O as t~ 1 and we get a contradiction). If {tn}:= 1~ [0, 1[,
tn1'1 , fn: =X[O,tnl' then fn(x)1u(x) u-e,e., sUPn~1 IlfnIIE<!Xl but uf$E, i.e., E
does not have the Fatou property and, therefore, it cannot be a dual Banach
lattice. This space was introduced and analyzed in [l0J. It is different in
structure to the space constructed in [21J•
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